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Capacity
In the past year we produced over 200 market •	
research projects.
We interviewed 94,000 people using telephone, •	
face-to-face and e-survey methodologies.
We conducted 144 focus groups, 260 depth •	
interviews and three major deliberative events.

Data analysis was conducted by our 10 strong •	
team of statisticians and analysts, using 
techniques including conjoint, CHAID, indexing 
and cluster analysis.
Our qualitative research has a strong focus on •	
creativity in design, analysis and reporting.

Introduction 

The International Survey Unit (ISU) is a global Centre of Excellence for research, insight and analytics. For over 
20 years we have undertaken some of the most prestigious and thought provoking research in the UK, Europe, the 
Americas	and	Asia	Pacific.	We	deliver	insight	and	analysis	for	global	clients,	ranging	from	fortune	500	companies	
to national governments that informs strategy, drives performance improvement and supports change.
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1. Full service research agency
100 specialist research consultants.•	
Full range of quantitative/qualitative  •	
research services.
Fieldforce of 200 market research •	
interviewers.
Strong online research capability.•	
In-house	150	seater	CATI	suite.•	

2.  Bespoke research 
solutions

Fully equipped research toolkit.•	
Research solutions to support our •	
clients’ business decisions.
Design, analysis and reporting •	
tailored to our clients’ needs.

3.  Professional 
Accreditation

Online software is ISO27001 •	
certified.
IT security policy aligned to •	
ISO/IEC27002:200.
Market Research Society •	
company partner.

4. Industry focus
Deep technical expertise that •	
is augmented by industry 
knowledge.
Industry/strategic perspectives •	
that produce actionable 
recommendations from 
research data.
Cross sector working that •	
supports knowledge sharing.
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“The expertise is very high, the use 
of	figures,	fieldwork	and	reporting	back	
has been excellent.”

 

“I am absolutely happy with the responsiveness 
and the flexibility of the methodology and 
overall in the project we are getting exceptional 
value for money.”

“I have never worked with the team from 
Ireland before and it was a very good 
experience for me.”

“Their friendly but professional 
approach made the whole thing a  
lot easier.”

“The quality of the work product was second 
to none and they were very proactive in 
dealing with the clients.”

“For sheer professionalism and for the energy 
and commitment they gave to the project. I was 
very impressed.”

“They have given us an independent 
and neutral insight.”

“They looked outside of the box to 
add value to the work they did  
for us.”

Capability
Our team has extensive experience of working with 
organisations on business/market opportunities, 
revenue generation, performance improvement and 
change issues, including:

Market assessment and market share studies•	
Branding and advertising•	
New product/service development•	
Performance benchmarking•	
Usage and attitude studies•	
Customer engagement•	
Internal customer surveys•	
Change readiness surveys•	
Training needs analysis•	
Communications effectiveness•	
Employee engagement•	
Regulatory compliance monitors•	
Thought Leadership and Bid Support research•	

Using methodologies ranging from face-to-face or 
telephone interviews to online surveys, focus groups 
discussions and mystery shopping, a wide spectrum 
of clients have been provided with solutions to help 
address their business needs.

Our capabilities and clients
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Identifying new opportunities is key to ensuring that organisations innovate and grow. We have research tools 
that	assist	in	the	identification	and	assessment	of	revenue	growth	opportunities	-	from	new	products	and	
new	markets	to	finding	ways	of	developing	current	
offerings that attract new customers. We can help 
businesses address their critical market concerns ...

What are the key trends in my markets?•	
Which new sectors and territories should  •	
we get into?
Where should I be investing now for a  •	
return	in	2015?
Where and how can I sell more?•	
What are my competitors doing? Who’s up, who’s •	
out and who’s in?

We have four key service offerings that provide our clients with the information they 
need to make better business decisions.

Growth comes from knowing your customers. A crystal-clear understanding of what customers want, need and 
value most can point the way to competitive advantage. Our customer research tools can be used to identify 
and measure what really matters to customers, helping businesses to answer the following key questions ...

What do our customers really think of our •	
products and services?
What do our customers’ journeys look like?  •	
What are the touchpoints and how do we  
fare at each?
Are my customers loyal and attached to our •	
brand? Or is it only price that matters?
For which of our products is customer  •	
demand hot?
How strong are our customer relationships?•	
How can we improve levels of engagement and •	
associated revenues?

1.  Identifying market opportunities

2.  Managing customer value

Key service offerings
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Successful	change	can	be	achieved	with	clear	leadership,	well	defined	roles	and	responsibilities,	good	
governance and, critically, an understanding of relevant people issues. Our employee research tools help 
businesses get to grips with skills gaps, communication needs and levels of engagement, loyalty and advocacy. 
We can help to maintain business agility in a 
changing market environment by considering the 
following ...

How can I keep our people engaged as we •	
restructure the business? How can we limit the 
downside of downsizing?
Do our people feel an emotional connection with •	
the business? Do our staff trust and value the 
leadership team?
Which incentives and rewards can we use to get •	
the best out of our people?
How agile are our staff? Can they rise to the •	
challenge of delivering new services and entering 
new markets?

Evidence based decision making sounds like a very sensible idea. However, too often such connections can 
be tenuous. Our public policy specialists have been advising governments nationally and internationally for 
years on the basis of primary and secondary research undertaken by the ISU. Our advice and guidance are 
mostly published and are frequently referred to by 
Ministers when introducing / revising public policies. 
Questions that we advise governments on include:

Have the objectives of existing public policies •	
been realised?
What is working well for citizens?•	
Is the tax payer getting good value for money •	
from public services?
How	can	finite	public	funds	be	best	used?	 •	
Are appropriate resources getting to the front 
line?

3. Supporting strategic change

4. Formulating public policy
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1. Identifying market opportunities

Leading UK Bank 

We help the client examine market conditions, 
industry dynamics and growth opportunities. The 
key objective of our research is to understand the 
market environment in which the banks’ Wholesale 
Markets division operates and its product performance 
for core cash management and treasury products. 
Working closely with the banks’ team, we designed 
and implemented a tracking survey which monitors 
the competitive landscape for Commercial and Large 
Corporate businesses within the UK. A total of 1,100 
telephone interviews are conducted annually with 
Heads of Treasury within businesses in the UK. We 
deliver market share data by volume and value for 
products including Interest Rate Derivates, FX and 
Deposits. The research helps the bank to set internal 
benchmarks for growing their business and highlights 
key areas for improving product performance.

Large UK Transport Provider

As part of the clients ‘Actions Stations’ initiative, we 
were invited to undertake a public and stakeholder 
consultation to examine whether the clients investment 
into railway stations throughout GB was aligned 
to stakeholder priorities. Our role was to engage 
passengers and stakeholders, making them feel 
involved in the decisions regarding rail stations and 
to identify what passengers and stakeholders value 
in railway stations. A diverse range of stakeholders 
demanded an appropriate methodology to ensure that 
the views of all could be heard. Online surveys, paper 
questionnaires, focus groups and depth interviews were 
all used to provide the client with insights and helped 
prioritise areas for investment.

Case studies
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2. Managing customer value

Global Bank

At the bank we have developed an ongoing, 
sustainable programme that allows the bank to 
understand customer relationships in a consistent 
and incisive way through structured research, using 
the PwC Customer Engagement Model. At a strategic 
level, feedback from key client decision makers 
is used to create a measure of current and future 
relationship potential in a competitive environment. 
At an operational level, feedback from end-users 
of products and services is used to identify areas 
for improvement and opportunity. Interviews are 
conducted at a global level with the Bank’s largest 
and	most	high-profile	clients,	using	face-to-face,	
telephone and online methodologies. Advanced 
analytical techniques are employed and results 
delivered using state-of-the-art reporting tools. 
Our research consultants work alongside customer 
experience and wealth experts to deliver strategic 
interpretive results directly to the boardroom in 
the bank. The Programme will provide the bank 
with client relationship driven segmentation of 
customers, information to direct attention to where 
revenue opportunities exist and tactical outputs 
at an individual customer level that can be used to 
“action plan” client relationship building.

 Large European Telecoms provider

We were recently appointed to lead a Customer 
Excellence Programme for a large European Telecoms 
Provider. The focus of this project was customer 
experience	management;	specifically,	to	make	this	
client recognisable for the highest service quality for its 
customers in the market. Our approach was to propose 
changes to key processes across the company that 
influence	customer	perception	as	well	as	to	develop	and	
phrase key promises that would be communicated to 
the	market	as	a	commitment	of	the	company	in	the	field	
of customer satisfaction. One of the key reasons PwC 
was selected was because of the bid’s strong emphasis 
on change management and the need to win the 
“hearts and minds” of the customer facing employees. 
The ISU supported this programme with an in-depth 
review of all customer, market and employee research 
conducted within the organisation. This was used to 
identify the ‘love’ points and ‘pain’ points along the 
customer journey and provide recommendations for 
enhancements to the research programmes that will 
allow them to better measure the customer experience. 
The	overall	benefit	to	our	client	is	to	improve	customer	
satisfaction, loyalty, and advocacy and reduce churn, 
through improving the customer experience at the 
“moments that matter” for customers. 
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3. Supporting strategic change

Large UK Grocery Retailer

We are working with one of the UK’s largest retailers 
to enhance levels of employee engagement and 
motivation so as to deliver a better experience to their 
customers. This change programme is supported 
by extensive research in the form of an annual 
climate	survey	of	150,000	colleagues	and	monthly	
pulse tracking. Online and paper based research 
methods are used to collect feedback from employees 
on a variety of issues relevant to the working 
environment.	Our	findings	are	reported	in	multiple	
formats to a wide variety of stakeholders at Board, 
Human Capital, Regional and Local Management 
levels. It is used to create action plans for increasing 
employee engagement and for tracking the progress 
of key objectives for our clients’ People Agenda. Our 
approach is based on collaborative working and 
value added analysis which directly addresses key 
business issues. Our research programme is about 
more than just the numbers, it seeks to ask the right 
questions and translate research into actions that will 
add value to our clients’ business. 

 Top UK Retailer

We undertook cultural diversity research on behalf 
of this leading UK retailer. The research focused on 
employer diversity and equality issues related to the 
merger of two established businesses. Our research 
team undertook a survey with employees to assess 
the current culture across the merged organisation, 
investigating issues including common purpose and 
vision, leadership and management style, adaptability 
and autonomy, and diversity and equality. Depth 
interviews sought to determine the desired culture 
which would achieve the business goals and objectives. 
ISU worked with the PwC People & Change practice 
to help the client close the cultural gap through the 
implementation of a cultural change programme.  

Academies Evaluation: Fifth Annual Report 23

independent in law and operate largely independently of Local Authorities, but are 

increasingly encouraged to collaborate closely with Local Authority and other schools in the 

area. They are companies limited by guarantee with charitable status, known as Academy 

Trusts. Trustees may include the sponsor, the chair of the governing body, other elected and 

co-opted members and a representative of the Secretary of State. Parents and staff are 

represented on the governing bodies of Academies in the same way as they would be in LA 

maintained schools, and in some cases students also attend governing body meetings.

The Government can currently consider as a potential Academy project any secondary 1.4 

school where in 2007 fewer than 30% of pupils gained five or more good General 

Certificates of Secondary Education (GCSEs) including English and Maths. As of September 

2007, there were 83 Academies open in 49 Local Authorities, with a further 50 projected to 

open in September 2008. Academies are located across the country, with a substantial 

number in London and larger regional cities. 

The Academies model

Academies were introduced as a new approach to state education and, as such, had a 1.5 

number of distinctive features which were intended to impact upon school improvement 

and which are therefore central to this evaluation. The Figure below sets these out. 

The Academies model

Specialism(s)

New
refurbished

building

Independent

All ability

Publicly
funded

Sponsored

Features of School Improvement
Raising attainment
Improving aspirations
Broader/more personalised
curriculum
High quality teaching & learning
Strong leadership
Inclusive ethos
Robust systems for tracking,
monitoring & evaluating pupil
progress
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4. Formulating public policy

Evaluation of Academies

The aim of this longitudinal evaluation was to 
assess the overall impact of the initiative, in terms 
of its contribution to raising pupil attainment. 
The project involved case study visits to 27 open 
academies (schools) and administration of 
c.20,000 questionnaires to pupils, parents and 
staff, as well as conducting a number of face-to-
face interviews with academy stakeholders. In 
addition, analysis of administrative information, 
including pupil level, was conducted. The annual 
evaluation reports were used by the Department 
for	Education	to	refine	the	programme	
implementation and learn from good practice.

Testing Assumptions for Patient Flows  
& Clinical Networks 

This highly sensitive study for the National Specialised 
Commissioning Team (NSCT) tested the assumptions 
for	future	patient	flows	and	manageable	clinical	
networks, as part of the Safe and Sustainable review 
of children’s congenital cardiac surgery in England. 
The study sought to examine the assumptions on 
patient	flows	that	have	been	made	across	22	postcode	
areas in England, under the four potential service 
reconfiguration	options	which	were	identified	as	part	
of this review. Key stakeholders involved in the project 
included clinicians, parents of service users, and 
members of the general public. The outcome of this 
study will be published by Spring 2012.
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We currently have a strong relationship with PwC and conduct many Thought Leadership surveys throughout the 
UK and Globally. Outlined below are a small number of key thought leadership programmes we have conducted.

Annual Global CEO Survey
Now	in	its	fifteenth	year,	the	Annual	Global	CEO	Survey	comprises	more	
than	2,000	interviews	with	Chief	Executive	Officers	in	60	countries	
worldwide and is the largest survey of its kind. The survey is administered 
using a combination of telephone, online, face-to-face, and postal 
methodologies.	Each	year	the	survey	explores	CEO	business	confidence	
and how they perceive risks and opportunities through changeable times, 
whilst building their companies so that they endure and succeed over the 
longer	term.	A	series	of	global,	country	and	industry-specific	reports	are	
produced	and	the	survey	findings	are	presented	at	The	Annual	Meeting	of	
the World Economic Forum at Davos, in January of each year.

APEC CEO Survey
APEC	(Asia	Pacific	Economic	Cooperation)	is	a	forum	for	Asia-Pacific	economies	
to cooperate on regional trade and investment issues. Its annual Leaders and 
Ministerial meetings are attended by heads of state, cabinet ministers, business 
leaders and the heads of the World Bank and World Trade Organization. The 
2011 event was hosted by the US economy and the ISU was commissioned to 
conduct a global survey using an online methodology. 324 completed surveys 
were received from CEO’s and industry leaders across 26 countries including all 21 
APEC	economies.	This	multilingual	survey	was	conducted	in	5	languages	English,	
Chinese,	Japanese,	Korean	and	Russian	with	key	findings	contributing	to	the	
summit agenda and the drafting of a co-branded PwC/APEC report ‘The Future. 
Redefined’.

Global Private Banking Survey
The Global Private Banking and Wealth Management Survey is 
conducted	online	bi-annually	targeting	350	of	the	world’s	top	banks.	
The survey investigates the issues and trends impacting the world of 
wealth management, and what practical actions wealth managers 
should be taking to achieve best outcomes. The surveys keep tabs 
on the latest developments to help institutions meet changing 
challenges and demands.

PwC Thought Leadership
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European Future of VAT Survey
The EU Commission presented a Green paper (“On the Future of VAT – Towards a 
simpler,	more	robust	and	efficient	VAT	system”)	in	December	2010	and	launched	a	
public consultation on how the EU’s VAT system could be strengthened and improved. 
In order to position themselves as leading experts in matters of tax policy, and playing 
their part in facilitating dialogue between business and governments/international 
institutions, the PwC Global Tax team commissioned the ISU to conduct some client 
research gaining insight into the views of business around the current VAT system in 
the EU, and how this could be improved. The survey was administered to PwC clients 
by their relationship teams using an online methodology and a total of 318 surveys 
were completed. The results of the research helped to stimulate and inform debate 
around the EU Commission’s Green Paper on the Future of VAT.

UK Law Firms Survey
The objectives of both the Full Annual and Quarterly Law Firms’ Surveys are to analyse 
and	report	on	the	financial	and	operational	performance	of	participating	firms,	to	
facilitate the assessment of relative performance through the use of benchmarking 
data, and to raise awareness of issues governing certain aspects of operational and 
financial	effectiveness.	The	Full	Annual	Law	Firm’s	Survey	is	launched	online	in	
June of every year to the UK’s Top Law Firms. A Pulse Quarterly Law Firms’ Survey is 
launched	online	at	the	end	of	each	financial	quarter	to	the	same	sample	of	Top	UK	Law	
Firms. The Full Annual Survey is now well established and The Financial Times refers 
to it as the “closely watched industry report”. The results of the survey are used to 
produce the annual PwC UK Law Firms’ Survey report.

The role of Finance in G&PS
Now in it’s 4th year this PwC strategic initiative polls UK Financial 
Directors on the subject area of the role and leadership of the 
finance	function	in	Government	&	Public	Sector.	This	online	survey	
comprising quantitative and qualitative components focused on 
the trends, issues and the changing environment faced by Financial 
Directors across the UK public sector with particular regard to 
efficiency,	compliance	&	control	and	insight.	Most	recently	key	
results	from	the	2011	study	contributed	to	the	firm’s	published	report	
entitled: Stepping Up: The challenges for Finance in the public sector.

Cities of Opportunity
Launching	the	fifth	edition	of	the	report	in	2012	Cities	of	Opportunity	is	
becoming	a	well	known	and	brand	defining	piece	of	thought	leadership	
by PwC and the Partnership for New York City. The study is dedicated to 
understanding what makes urban dynamics work, and communicating 
learning	to	government	officials,	policymakers,	businesspersons,	scholars	
and citizens mutually invested in the success of their city or cities. Like cities 
themselves, this study continues to evolve, with more cities, topics and 
insights in each editions. The list of cities change although a core group is 
maintained,	all	are	capitals	of	finance,	commerce	and	culture	and	through	
their performance the study seeks to open a window on what makes cities 
function best. The data that feeds into the ranking is based on publicly 
available data supported by extensive research.
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•  Employee engagement
•  Culture/climate surveys
•  Change readiness surveys
•  Customer engagement 

•  Customer engagement
•  Customer segmentation
•  Customer journey mapping
•  Behavioural economics

•  Customer experience
•  Employee engagement
•  Brand research
•  Training needs analysis

•  Customer experience 
•  Employee engagement
•  Regulatory assessments
•  Service level monitoring

We are closely aligned with the work of our consulting colleagues. We work as part of multi-disciplinary teams 
leveraging our expertise in research, insight and analytics to create holistic solutions for clients.

Links with PwC Global Consulting
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Colette Duff
Financial Services Research
T:		+44(0)	28	9041	5216 
E:  colette.duff@uk.pwc.com

Kerri Grimshaw
Global TICE Research
T:+44	(0)28	9041	5354 
E: kerri.grimshaw@uk.pwc.com

Elaine Keown
Online Research Specialist
T:	+44	(0)28	9041	5105 
E: elaine.m.keown@uk.pwc.com

Julie McClean
Retail & Consumer Research
T:	+44	(0)28	9041	5283 
E: julie.mcclean@uk.pwc.com

Michael Kane
Public Sector Research
T:		+44(0)	28	9041	5303 
E:  michael.kanef@uk.pwc.com

Amanda O’Hara
Employee Research
T:	+44	(0)28	9041	5794 
E: amanda.ohara@uk.pwc.com

Honor Mallon
Partner responsible for the ISU
T:		+44	(0)28	9041	5745 
E:  honor.mallon@uk.pwc.com

Alison Blair
Financial Services Research
T:	+44	(0)28	9041	5770 
E: alison.b.blair@uk.pwc.com

Jill Hassan
Customer Research
T:	+44	(0)	28	9041	5315 
E: jill.hassan@uk.pwc.com

Contacts
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This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of interest only, and does not constitute professional 
advice. You should not act upon the information contained in this publication without obtaining specific professional advice. 
No representation or warranty (express or implied) is given as to the 
accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, 
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, its members, employees and agents do not accept or assume any liability, responsibility or 
duty of care for any consequences of you or anyone else acting, or refraining to act, in reliance on the information contained 
in this publication or for any decision based on it. 

© 2012 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. In this document, “PwC” refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (a 
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